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Q1: Are the requested roles staffed today and if so by which company?
A: Yes, Bouvet Norge AS
Q2: In “Part I – Bidding Instruction” – paragraph “17.3 – Evaluation Process” it is stated: “An
award recommendation will be offered to the designated CAC; this committee will then select
the winner, based on lowest price technically compliant.”
We interpret this that the evaluation will be based solely on price, given the vendors are
qualified. If not – could you please provide additional information on how this is to be
evaluated, e.g. percentage split per criteria (competence/price)?
A: The winner will be the bidder that is technically compliant and has the lowest price.
Price envelopes from bidders that are not technically compliant will not be opened but
returned unopened.
Q3: Is partial bidding allowed – submitting the proposal for selected categories of expertise?
A: No, partial bidding is not allowed.
Q4: Could you please describe how to understand the part of the APPLICATION RESUME
concerning “Do you have any further service commitments”?
A: PART I – ANNEX C, 9. Do you have any further service commitments?
This is a question if candidates have any outstanding national military, civilian
service, reservist duties or work commitments that can reduce the availability of the
candidate during the period of performance.
Q5: May I also ask you for clarification of the following: would it be accepted to submit one
CV per few categories of expertise?
A: We are asking for “Minimum 3 resumes within the 5 different categories”.
If you submit one resume within one category your company will be NON COMPLIANT
and your price envelope will be returned unopened.
You need to submit minimum 3 resumes with qualified candidates within each of the 5
categories to be technically COMPLIANT.
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